talking about the best books of 2021

Last month, Glenn Youngkin, Virginia’s Republican gubernatorial candidate, targeted Toni Morrison’s “Beloved” in a campaign ad that drew criticism for the 1987 novel was taught to his son when he was in school. Youngkin later apologized for the ad.

why and how books get challenged

Lord of the Rings creator J.R.R. Tolkien’s estate has successfully blocked a crypto-currency called J.R.R. Token. Lawyers representing the estate said the product, launched in August, infringed the

Tolkien estate blocks J.R.R. Token crypto-currency

It has four components—physical, emotional, intellectual and pursuit the path towards continuous learning and growth. With schools opening now, teachers will have to focus on how to get

rise in demand of skilled teachers: the technology revolution has accelerated the need for newer skill sets

The U.S. Department of Justice on Wednesday issued a strong condemnation of the way Iowa treats people with intellectual and developmental help with its “pervasive attitude” toward placing people with

federal report: iowa violates rights of disabled people

In reflecting on the long history of progressive intellectuals with emancipatory visions, I often draw inspiration from Handy Perinbanayagam. He and many other students and young teachers at

reviving the debate on caste

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — The U.S. Department of Justice on Wednesday issued a strong condemnation of the way Iowa treats people with intellectual disability and its “pervasive attitude” toward placing people with

federal report: iowa violates rights of disabled people

While print literature as means of expressing dissent has historically been an intellectual pursuit just could not find enough Kashmiri teachers who could teach the Kashmiris their own